Functional magnetic resonance (fMR) imaging of a rat brain tumor model: implications for evaluation of tumor microvasculature and therapeutic response.
Functional MR (fMR) imaging techniques based on blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) effects were developed and applied to a rat brain tumor model to evaluate the potential utility of the method for characterizing tumor growth and regression following treatment. Rats bearing 9L brain tumors in situ were imaged during inhalation of room air and after administration of 100% oxygen + acetazolamide (ACZ) injected 15 mg/kg intravenously. Pixel-to-pixel fMR maps of normalized signal intensity change from baseline values were calculated from T2 weighted spin echo (SE) images acquired pre- and post- oxygen + ACZ administration. Resultant fMR maps were then compared to gross histological sections obtained from corresponding anatomical regions. Regions containing viable tumor with increased cellular density and localized foci of necrotic tumor cells consistent with hypoxia were visualized in the fMR images as regions with decreased signal intensities, indicating diminished oxyhemoglobin concentration and blood flow as compared to normal brain. Histological regions having peritumor edema, caused by increased permeability of tumor vasculature, were visualized in the fMR images as areas with markedly increased signal intensities. These results suggest that fMR imaging techniques could be further developed for use as a non-invasive tool to assess changes in tumor oxygenation/hemodynamics, and to evaluate the pharmacologic effect of anti-neoplastic drugs.